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A. P. Block System
for

Single Track Steam Railroads
IMPORTANT NOTICE
To every executive, operating and engineering officer upon whom rests
in any degree r sponsibility for the safe, expeditious and economical muvement of trains over single track line of railway, we strongly r commend
the careful reading of the following pages which contain a imp Ie, nontechnical de cription of a sy tem of automatic block sio'nals by means of
which such train movement may be conducted with greater afety, more
expedition and at lower co t than ha ever been known or possible heretofore.
'I hOLloh it i generally recognized that great advantages are obtained
by the use of automatic block on single track lines, th re ha be n and is a
feeling on the part of many railway men who strongly favor and largely
employ automatic block ignal on double track line that they cannot be
used with equal advantage on single track line, or be so in tall d thereon
as to afford' complete head-on protection and at the ame time provide such
increa e in facility of train movement as is obtainable by their use on
double track line. This view is strongly in licated by the fact that though,
from the tand point of af ty alone, there is ven greater need of automatic block ignals on ingle than on doubl track lin s, and though ingl
track mileage normously exceed double track,- on January 1st, 19II ,
out of a total of 29,202 mil of track in the nited tat then equipped
with automatic block, only 8,312 mile of this was single track. 'I'hat thi
feeling has been in a mea ure warranted will not be denied by tho e who
have intimate knowledge of the ubj ct and who have taken the trouble to
carefully analyze it, a will appear from a con ideration of the following
brief statement.
In the ordinary ystems of automatic block ignaling, each and every
block ignal indicates the occupancy or non-occupancy by a train of a certain section of track called the block, without distinction as to whether
such train is moving toward or away from such signal; but it is self vident that afety require the e tablishment and maintenance of a much
longer pace interval between opposed signals designed to prevent train
movin<Y at high speed toward ach other, from colliding, than i required
for the protection of train movil1<Y in th ame direction. IT ence it in-
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evitably follows that in these ordinary sy tems of single track automatic
block, it is necessary, in order to secure the same facility for following
train movements that is obtainable on double track, to greatly curtail the
desired head-on protection; and, conversely, in order to obtain complete
head-on protection, it is equally necessary to correspondingly lessen the
facilities for controlling following train movements. Thu, with the
means heretofore at their command, the railways have been between the
two horns of a dilemma and have accordingly done what is generally done
in a like situation,-namely, have effected what seemed to them the best
possible compromise. What they want is head-on protection from passing
siding to pas ing siding, with blocks for following train moves just as
hort as traffic conditions require. The best they have obtained is headon protection which does not extend from passing siding to passing siding
and blocks for following train moves which are frequently not as short as
are required.
After many years of study of this difficult and important problem, we
have discovered and incorporated in what is called the A. P. Block, means
for automatically, simply and reliably blocking the entire section of single
track between adjacent passing sidings, as against a train moving toward
that block in a direction opposed to that of a train already occupying it;and whereby such section of track may also be ub-divided into two or
more blocks, thu permitting two or more train, moving in a like direction
to as closely follow each other at speed and with entir safety into and
through such section, as though it were on track of a double track line.
For the ease of mind of those readers who have found that such
marked improvements are u ually obtainable only by the employment of
additional or more complicated apparatus, we will state that the apparatus
used in the A. P. Block is identical in character with that which has been
long and successfully used heretofore; that no more of it is required than
in existing systems; that it circuit are extremely simple, involving not a
single feature that is not known to be absolutely safe and reliable; and
that it will cost no more to install or maintain than do the systems now in
common use.
It is our belief that since the discovery by Robinson of the track circuit, no development has been made in single track automatic block signaling that has benefited the railways as thi A . P. Block will do and we,
t.herefore, earnestly urge upon all who have an interest in the safe, expeditious and economical operation of single track railway lines, that they
carefully read the following simple description of this ystem.
Respectfully submitted,
GE TERAL RAILW Y SIGNAL COM PA

Y.
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Object of This Bulletin
At the meeting of the merican Railway Engineering Association in
Chicago in 19II, this Company exhibited a working model which demonstrated a system of automatic block for single track signaling which it
called the "Absolute-Permissive." The particular system exhibited at
that time was designed especially with a view to its use upon certain Interurban Electric Railways, where head-on protection was the principal obj ect sought and rear protection or spacing of trains moving in the same
direction was only a secondary consideration. It attracted considerable
attention at that time and has been the subject of a great deal of discussion since, the consensus of opinion being that it disclosed means long
sought for but never before shown for greatly improving single track automatic block.
Since the meeting referred to, this system has been further developed
with particular reference to the requirements of single track steam rail- '
ways and the object of this Bulletin is to describe this later development
and to point out the advantage gained by its use and to compare thi system with the pr sent day practice.

A Typical Present Day System
In order to make this comparison, it will be necessary to describe the
operation of signals in a utomatic single track block signaling under various conditions, in present day use and in the A . P. Block Syste~11.
One of the most up-to-date examples of steam road automatic signaling, is the system now in use on the Northern Pacific Railway. This system employs three position signals and is considered by the majority of
Signal Engineers to give the maximum protection heretofore obtainable
for bOth head-on and following movements and at the same time to give
that facility for train movement which, particularly at passing sidings, is
so greatly desired.

The Meaning of Symbols on a Control Diagram
The "Typical Signal Location and Control" system of the Northern
Pacific is shown in diagram I . For the benefit of those who are not
familiar with this branch of signaling it will perhaps be best to explain
briefly the mean ing of the symbols used on this diagram. It will be noted
that a line is drawn from each signal parallel with the track and in the
direction in whi ch that signal governs . 1 hese lines are for the purpose
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of indicating diagrammatically the extent of th " top" control of the
signals. For example: the line from signal I extends to the right as far
as ignal 5 and indicate that when a train occupies any portion of the
track between signal I and 5, signal I will be placed and h ld in the stop
position. It will be noted also that a lotted line starts from some of the
signals and joins a full line which full lin represents the control of another ignal. This dotted line indicates that the "proceed or 90 ° position" of the signal to which it is joined is controlled by the next signal
in advance as well as by that portion of the track covered by the full line
to which it is connected. For xampl ; the 90° or proceed position of
signal I is controlled by the 45 ° position of ignal 3. In other words,
when a train occupies any portion of the track between signal 3 and 7,
signal 3 will be in the stop position and signal I in the caution position.

Reasons for Control and Location of Signals Found in Present
D ay System
Following are the rea ons for the particular system of signal location and control shown on diagram 1. The primary object i to prevent
two trains from meeting head-on upon any portion of the ingle track, or,
in other word, to provide what is generally termed "head-on protection."
The reason for these various control can be best explailled by referring
directly to diagram 1. Suppose an east boun 1 train i about to pass
signal 1. In order that this train may proceed to the next signal, that i
to signal 3, without meeting an opposing train, there must be no train
between signal I and a west bound signal which would prevent such opposing train from entering this particular piece of track. In thi case,
thi "vest bound signal is NO.4; therefore, it is quite plain that the stop
control of signal I must extend at least as far as signal 4. Further, when
the east bound train passes signal I } it must place at stop the signal which
is to give it head-on protection. In this case, that signal is NO.4, and
consequently, the stop control of signal NO.4 must extend at least as far
as signal o. 1. It will be noted on the diagram, that the control of signal
I extends beyond signal 4, and that the control of signal 4 extends only
to signal 1. rr he reason for this is as follows: Suppose there i an east
bound train about to pass signal I, and at the same time there is a west
bound train about to pass signal 4, if the control of signal I extended only
as far as signal 4, both signals I and 4 would be at caution and the two
trains, accepting these signal , would meet somewhere between them. In
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order to prevent this, it is nece sary to have the control of one of these
signals extend farther than does the oth r, and, in this case, the control of
signal I is carried b yond signal 4; so that in the event of two opposing
trains attempting to pa s these two signals at the same time, only one of
them, that is signal 4, will be at caution, and the east bound train will,
therefore, be held at iO'nal I, which will be at stop.
For identically the arne reasons the controls for signals 3 and 6 are
relatively the same a the controls for signals I and4 which have just been
de cribed.
Let us now consider the control of signals 7 and 8 which may be
termed "the siding entrance signals." In or ler that a train which has
pa ed signal 7 may not find another train between that signal and signal
9, which i the next signal in advance, the stop control of signal 7 must
nece sarily extend as far as signal 8, which is the signal that prevents an
opposing train from entering this piece of track. For the same reason,
the stop control of ignal 8 must ext nd at least a far as igna1 7 and
further, in order to prevent two trains passing 7 and 8 at the same instant,
the stop control of one of these signals must be carried one s ction beyond
the other. It will be noted, therefore, on diagram I that the stop control
of signal 7 extends to signal 10 and that the stop control of signal 8 extends to signal 5. As has been explained it is not absolutely necessary
to have the stop control of such a signal as number 8 extend beyond its
opposed signal 7; but owing principally to the fact that the block between
signals 7 and 9 is usually shorter than the other block, it has been customary to give to both of these sig nals this extra overlap.
It will be noted that the signals between sidings, uch as ignals 3 and
4, are placed some distance apart. These are commonly termed "Staggered" signals and the reason for 0 placing these signals is entirely for
the purpose of giving head-on protection. For example, suppose there
is an east bou nd train at signal I and a west bound train at signal 6. By
following out the control lines it will be found that with the trains so
placed both signals 6 and I are in the proceed position and should these
two trains proceed, the east bound train will be stopped at signal 3 and
the west bound train at signal 4. It is the general practice to place staggered signals one track circuit section or about three thousand feet apart.
The signals on diagram I, the control and location of which we have
thus far described are all that are required for the purpose of giving adequate head-on protection; but owing to the necessity of staggering the
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intermediate signals, the distance between the entrance of a passing siding
and the next signal leading to it is too great to give the proper distant
signal protection for the siding by means of such intermediate ignals.
It is customary therefore to add two more signals for each siding and
place them one track circuit section, u ually about three thousand feet,
from the entrance to the siding. These signals on diagram I are numbers 5 and 10 and their stop controls extend only to the next signal in
adv,a nce; that is, the stop control of signal 5 extends to ignal 7 and the
stop control of signal 10 extends to signal 8, the 90 ° or proceed position
of both of these ignals being controlled by the next signal in advance.
One of the principal advantages of this particular location and control system is that a train may occupy that portion of the main track opposite the siding and be properly protected by signals while at the same
time other trains may approach either end of the siding without passing
any signal at stop; for example, when a train occupies th main track at
siding B, signal 7 and 8 will be at top and signals 5 and 10 will be at
caution. Thus trains may approach the entrance to the siding without
passing stop ignals and yet the train at the siding will be amply protected
by signals.
There is one peculiarity in this control and location ystem which it is
well to mention her. It will be noted by referring to diagram I that the
stop control of signal 3 extends to signal 7 an 1 includes i 1 its stop control the same piece of track that furnish d stop- control for signal 5. Signal
3, therefore, mu t remain at stop until signal 5 is at ca1;ttion and following
the regular rule of three position signaling, by making the proceed position of signal 3 depend upon the caution position of , ignal .5, signal 3
can have no 45 ° po ition. Thi i al 0 true of signals 4, I I and 12. In
other ,,,ords, the second signal out from the siding has only two operative
poslhons. Again, owing to this peculiarity of the stop controls of signals
3 and 5, signal 5 will never be found in th stop position by a train if that
train and all other trains shall have be n governed strictly by ignal indications. For exampl , when a train passes signal 3 in the proceed position
there can be no train between that signal and signal 6, therefore signal 5
cannot be found in the stop position and further, before the train passe
signal 3, signal 6 must be in the stop position, so that if no train passes
signal 6 in the stop position trains which pass signal 3 in the proceed
position must always find signal 5 either at proceed or at caution. The
first signal from a passing siding, as well as the second signal, has only two
operative positions.
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In diagram I, only one pair of staggered signals is shown between
sidings. When the distance b tween sidings is 0 great a to require more
signals, they are located as shown in diagram 2. To get the proper headon protection it is only necessary to carry out the same general system of
signal control as has already been described for diagram 1. It may be
well to call attention to the fact that in this diagram signals 7 and 8 are
the two position signals and that signals 6 and 9 are the ignals which act
only as distant signal for the siding.

Some Deficiencies in the Present Day System
It will be noted in the two diagrams which have just been de cribed
that the control of each of the signals extends a considerable distance
beyond the next signal in advance. In most cases this distance, or overlap must be at least two track circuit ections. It will be noted, furthermore, that these ov r-laps are required solely for head-on protection not
being required at all for the protection of following trains. The distance between following trains is thus gr atly increased beyond what is
necessary for their protection from each other.
It will be noted further that in this particular system of signaling) in
which interme liate ignal are employed, two opposing trains may enter
upon the same piece of single track; for example, a west bound train may
leave siding B (diagram I) with signal 6 in the proceed position and
during the time that this train i moving between signals 6 and 5 an east
bound train may leave siding
with ignal I in the proceed position. In
such event these trains would be stopped at signals 3 and 4 and therefore
one or the other must return to the siding from which it came, thereby
causing considerable delay.
The e deficiencies in the present day syst m of single track block are
known to those signal eno"ineers who are familiar with this branch of
s ignaling but unfortunately, until now, no way has been known to better
either of these conditions without further sacrifice as to the other and
therefore they have been universally accepted as detriments nece arily
incident to obtainin o" the recognized o-reat advantage of single track automatic block.

The Absolute Permissive Block System
In the "Absolute Permissive" Sy tem, these two necessary detriments,
together with several other minor ones, have been enti rely eliminated.
This has been accompli shed by employing a very simple circuit which,
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like all other signaling circuits, is affected by the presence of a train upon
a certain piece of track but 1Itltlik e all such other circuits is aff cted also by
the direction in which the train is moving on that piece of track. Taking
advantage of this last named feature, the stop control of a signal is made
to extend to a certain point when the train is runnin g in the direction in
which this signal gove rns and to another point when that train is running
in the opposite direction. This peculiarity of the circuit makes it possible, therefore, to shorten the control of a signal for following trains and
to lengthen it to any desired di tance for opposing trains. In other words,
for followin o ' trains the control of the sig nals can be exactly the same as
in double track signaling, that is, sig nal to sig nal ; and for opposing trains;
the same as in a manual controll d syst m, which is, siding to siding . The
advantage of this is at once apparent. Other advantages equally as important will also be apparent as the description of the system progresses.
Diagram 3. is a typical sig nal location and control diagram of the
Absolute Permissive System. For sake of simplicity, this diagram shows
only the control for trains running in the direction opposite to which the
signal govern. Diagram 3a has the same signal locations and shows
only the control when train s are runnin g in ·the same direction in which
the signals govern.
.
R eferri ng now to diagram 3, it will be noted that the stop control for
signal I extends to siding B, so that when a west bound train leaves siding
B, signal I, which is the leavin g sig nal for east bound trains at sidin g A,
is placed at stop. Likewise when a train passes sig nal I at siding , ,
signal 6, which is the leavin g sig nal at siding B for west bound trains, is
placed in the stop position. In other words the stop control for the e two
signals, when trains are runnin g opposite to the direction wh ich they control, is the entire piece of single track between sidings A and B.
Referring now to diagram 3a: The stop control of signal I for
east bound trains the direction in which that sig nal governs, extend only
to signal 3 and the similar control for signal 3 extends only to signals.
For following trains, ther efore, th e control of the signals is exactl y as
it wo uld be in a double track system, and for opposin g trains, it is exactly
as it would be if there were no intermediate sig nals and the block extended
from sidin g to siding.
\ Vith this system of sig naling, it is possible to differentiate not only in
the control of th e stop position as to the direction in which the train s are
running but also to differentiate in the control of the 90 ° or proc eed po-
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sltlOn. For example, in diagram 3a the 90 ° or proceed position of all
signals depends upon the caution or 4S ° position of the next signal in advance, just the same as in double track signaling; but in diagram 3 some
of the signals have a different control for the 90 ° position; for example,
signal S will be placed in the caution position when a train leaves siding
C; likewise, signal 10 will be placed in the caution position when a train
leaves siding
The r ea on for this will be explained later.

Operation of Signals in A. P . B. System Due to Normal Train
Movements
In or der to show clearly the operation of the signals caused by train
movements a few simple diagrams are g iven. In diagram 4 it i a umed
that a fa t west bound train is passing a lower west bound train at siding
B. vVhen the two trains occupy the positions show n on the diagram the
indications displayed by the signals will be as show n ; that i ,signal 7 and
8 will be at stop and signals sand 10 at cmttion} while all of the oth r
signals will be at proceed. A sume that one of the e trains moves into the
block g uarded by signal 6. Indications displayed by the ignals will then
be as show n in diagram S, that is, the east bound signals I, 3 and 4 which '
are between idings A and B will be at stop } as well as we t bound sig nal
6 which will be at stop} while sig nal 8 will be at caution. In liaoTam 6,the first train has been moved into the block guarded by signal 4. 1 he
only changes that have taken place in the indication of thE: sig nals are that
signal 6 has moved to caution and sig nal 8 to p1'oceed} thus' allowing the
second train to leave siding B. If the econd .train proceed d into the
block g uarded by signal 6 this ig nal would chano-e to stop while signal 8
would r emain at caution and ig nal 10 at proceed. If, however, the econd
train waited until the fir t train was beyond signal 2, then ig nal 6 would
move to proceed as shown in diagram 7.
N ext will be considered two trains which are approaching each other
as shown in diagram 8. When these two trains are at siding A and C,
the indication displayed by the sig nals would be a shown in the diagram.
Next let these two trains occupy the positions hown in diaoTam 9. It
will be noted that under the e conditions the leaving signals 6 and 9 at
siding B are at stop and that sig nals 7 and 8 are at ca'ution and also signals
5 and 10 are at caution. If these two train hould proce d at such relative peeds as would bring the east bound train to signal 7 at the ame
time that the we t bound train arrived at signal 8, then the position of the
signals woull be a shown in diag ram 10. It will b well to note here
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that the east bound train passed signal 5 in the caution position and also
that the west bound train -pa e 1 signal 10 in the caution position.
Now should it happen that the ea t bound train traveled con iderably
faster than the west bound train so that it arrived at signal 9 just before
the west bound train arrived at signal 10, then the indication displayed
by the signals would be as shown in diagram I L The west bound train
would pass signal 10 in the caution position, proceeding to signal 8, which
it would find in the stop po ition and there take the siding. \lVh n the
west bound train has entered the siding so as to clear the main line,
signal 9 would go to proceed and the east bound train would be free to
go on.

Operation of Signals in the A. P. B. System Due to Abnormal
Train Movements
It is believed that these diagram are sufficient to how the operation
of the signals under normal condition of train movement3 . It is perhaps
very pertinent to inquire what would happen if there was an abnormal
train movement such as a train leaving a siding and after going some
distance, returning to that siding. Supposing, for example, a west b0l1l1d
train left siding B diagram 5 but went only as far as signal 4, the east
. bound ignal I, 3 and J would be placed at stop as well as the west bound
signal 6. If the train did not clear the block of signal 6 before it started
on its r eturn journey the condition of the signals would not be changed
until the train was all the way back to siding B and into clear, when the
signals would all return to their normal po itions and the circuits would
be exactly the same condition as they were before the train started from
siding B. N ow suppose that the train had passed signal 4 before it
started on its l' turn journey. See diagram 6. Signal 6 would then be
in the caution position and, if there was no ea t bound train between siding
an 1 signal 5, sio-nal 5 would be in the proceed position.
s soon
as th~ train passed sio-nal 5 on its return jonrney that signal as well as
signal 6 would go to ,'itop and sio-nals 3 and 5 which w re in the stop
position would remain there. Now, when the train had cleared the block
of signal 4, on its return journey, signal 3 would go to caution and signal
I to proceed. In other words, as soon as th train passes a ig nal at clear
it establishes its direction of movement as far as the circuit are concerned
and is then under the same signal protection as it would hav been had it
not changed its direction of movement but had come from the siding- in
its rear.
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It will be evident from what has been said that no abnormal train
movement can place the system in an abnormal condition. It i not necessary for a train to make a complete journey from siding to iding before
the circuits are restored to their normal con lition, nor i it nece ary for
the signals to be operat d in any pr determined sequenc in order that the
circuits may operate correctly and finall y be restored to their normal condition.
I-Iavino- described the control and operation of the signal, in the Absol1tte Pennissive System, let u now compare it with the pre ent day practice of single track sio-naling and see what a Ivantages have been gained.

Comparison of the Spacing of Following Trains
F irst, compare th spacing of follmving trains. In order to do this
it will be necessary to make some a umption which must govern irre pective of the system that is being u ed. It is the opinion of a gTeat many
ignal Engineers that where three po ition signals are used the di tance
between signals should not be greater than six thousand feet, for the reaon that with the cla s of traffic usually found on single track roads, this
distance is as far as an engineer should be required to rem mber the poition of the last signal he passed. For the purpose of thi comparison,
therefore, let us assume that six thousanu feet is the maximum spacin g of
ignals, The leno"th of track circuit ection is al 0 a factor in clet rmining
the spacing of train and, taking into account the average track conditions,
it is believed that a fair assumption for track circuit length s would be three
thou and feet.
There i another assumption which must be made before comparing
the pacing of train and that is the di tance which a train mu t be from
a ignal, when that signal goes to a clear position, in order that th train
'will not hav to lacken speed on account of first seeing the ignal in the
danger position. vVithout making any as ertion as to what thi distance
hould be let it be a sumed for purpo es of this compari on, to be one
thousand feet.
ApplyinV the e a sumptions to diaoTam I, it will be found that the
distance between end of siding is fifte en thol1sand feet, that i , ix thOlland feet beh,,'een io"nal I and 3. six thousand feet betw een ignal 3 and
5 and three thou and feet between signal 5 and 7.
Now when a train is one thousand feet from signal I in order that
the signal may be in the caution position, any preceding train must have
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passed sig nal 5. The di tance between these two trains
therefore
thirteen thou sand feet, which is the minimum spacing of train running
under caution signals in thi ystem.
Applying the same assumption to diagram 3, and taking the same
distance between sidings, that is, fift een thousand feet and the same number of signals between idin gs, that is, six, the distance between signals I
and 3, 3 and 5, and 5 and 7 would in each case be five thousand feet. Now;
as befo re, when a train is one thousand feet from signal I, a preceding
train must have passed i ~;na l 3, before siO"nal I would go to caution.. The
distance between th se tw o trains would therefore be six thousand feet.
The result, therefore, is a minimum spacin§?: for train running- under
cantion signals of thirteen thousand feet in the pres nt day system and for
the same number of signals between idin gs a minimum spacing of six
thou sand feet with the Absolute Permi ssive System, a savin g of seven
thousand feet or over a mile and one-third .
When trains are running und er p1'oceed siO"na1s, there will be the following conditions; on diag ram I, with a train one thousand feet from
signal I , a preceding train mu st hav passed signal 7 before sig nal I
would indicate proceed. The distance between these two trains wo ul d
under these assumptions be sixteen thousand feet. With a train one thousand fe t from sig nal I on diagram 3, a pr eceding train mu t have passed
signal 5 before sig nal I would indicate proceed and the distance between
these two trains would b eleven thou and feet, thus making a saving for
trains running under full clear or proceed sig nals of nearly one mile in
favor of the bsolute P rmi sive v tem.

Comparison of the Spacing of Opposing Trains
Another inter e ting comparison of these two systems is the pacing
of opposing trains, that is, the nearne s with which two opposing trains
may approach each other on sing le track, under sig nal control. Returning
again to diagram 1. It has already been explained that a train may leave
siding A with sig nal in the full clear position and, at any time while this
train is running betw en sig nals I and 2, another train may leave siding B
with sig nal 6 in th proceed position. T he e two trains will be topp d
one at signal 3 and the other at sig nal 4 and the distance between them
providinO" neith er one over-ran its ig nal will be three thollsand feet.
Referring now to diagram 3, it has already bee n explained that when
a train leaves sidin g A, sig nal 6 at sidin g· B is placed in the stop po ition: .

MODEL 2A SIGNAL
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so that a west bound train can not leave th'a t siding; the minimum distance
therefore under the e conditions between the two train will be fifteen
thousand feet.

It would, perhaps, be well at this point to call attention to a certain
modification in the . P. B. System as thus far described, which some
signal engineers might consider advisable. In diagram 3, the control of
signal I extends only to signal 6 at siding B, while the control of signal
6 extends only to signal I at siding A. It is evident, therefore, that if
two opposing trains should pass signals I and 6 at exactly the same instant,
both of these signals would be clear; but the east bound train would find
signal 3 at stop and the west bound train find signal 4 at stop. Under
these conditions there would be five thousand feet between them. If, however , the distance between iding was sufficient to require six intermediate
ignals as on diagram 2 for example, then the di tance between these two
trains which had entered the sino-Ie track simultaneously, would be ten
thou and feet when they are stopp d by danger signals. With the controls as shown in diao-ram 3, therefore, the minimum distance between opposing trains on single track would be five thou and feet, where only two
pair of intermediate signals were in use, ten thousand feet where th re
were three pair and fifteen thou and feet where th re w re four pair
and so on.
If this remote possibility of two opposing trains entering the single
track at exactly the same instant i objectionable, it is quite easy to arrange
the control, so that it would be impossible for two trains to leave the opposing sidings under clear signals, even if they arrived at those signals
simultaneously. If the opposirig control of ignal I-diagram 3- was
carried to a point, for instance, mid-way between signals 7 and 8, then the
train at signal 6 would place signal I at stop and thus effectively prevent
two trains from (mt ring the single track simultaneously. There i , however, some question as to the advisability of u ing thi over-lap, for the
reason, that a train standing at signal 6 siding B, would prevent a train
from approaching that siding from sidin o ' A, so that if this over-lap is
used, some special rul es are necessary in order to prevent trains from
standing on these over-lap sections and thus preventing certain train
movements . It is the opinion of some signal engineers that these overlaps should always be provided and that they can be so located that they
\ \T ill int rfere but v ry little with train movements.
Other signal engineers are of the opinion, that these simultaneou movements would occur
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so very seldom, and further, that they only occur when one or the other
of the trains have forgotten their orde rs, that it is better to stop them at
the opposing signals than it is to put in the over-laps and provide the
necessary special rules for their u . As far as the circuits of th system
are concern ed it is immaterial whether these overlaps are used or not.
This comI arison, therefor e, as to head-on pacing can be summed up a
fo llows : \iVith th pre ent day ystem, the minimum distance between
opposing trains between siding is three thou sand feet; with the A . P . B.
ystem thi distance is five thousand feet when siding over-laps are not
used and the distance between idin gs when the sidinO' over-lap are used.

Comparison of Delays Due to Signal Failures
Another interestin g compari on i one which deals with delay to
traffic due to derangements in the ig nal apparatus or, in other words, delay due to signal failures. In making this comparison it is only fair to
make another assumption in regard to the equipment of the tw o systems.
It is considered not only good practice but, in some cases, necessary to
have telephones at each of the leaving sig nals at sidings, these telephones
connected with the di patcher office so that train crews, in the event of
any abn ormal condition, can communicate with the di patcher and secure
ssume, therefore, the existence of such
instruction for their g uidance.
telephones. In doubl e track signaling, when a train finds an automatic
signal in the stop position, the rules provide that the train shall come to a
full stop and then proceed through the block under control. In single
track block, hO'wever this rul e loes not hold, but instead, when a train
finds a sig nal in the stop position, a flagman must precede that train
through the block thu s causing more or less delay.
Referring now to diagram I , and supposing a train finds signal 3 in
the stop position, this stop indication may be caused by anyone of four
t~1in O's; first, there may be an east bound train between signal 3 and 7;
second,. there may be a west bound train between signals 6 and 4; and
third, there may be some derangement in the apparatus of signal 3 or in
the circuits controlling that signal: and, fourth, there may be some derangement in the apparatus of signal 5, or in the circuits controlling that
signal, for in this case, signal 3 remains at steip until signal 5 has been
placed at least in the caution position. A train stopping at signal 3 under
these conditions, therefore, would be obliged to have a flagman precede it
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as far as signal 5 at least, and if the failure was caused by apparatus connected with signal 5 then the flagman would be obliged to continue as
far as signal 7 or a total distance of nine thousand feet. This would be
the maximum flagging distance in this system and it would be necessitated
not only by the failure of the apparatus of one signal but by the failure of
the apparatus or circuits of either one of two signals.
Referring now to diagram 3, the effect of a failure of any apparatus
in this system depends somewhat on the character of the failure. For instance, a failure of the line wire which controls the east bound signals
would always result, in placing the starting signal of that line of signals in
the danger position, so that no flagging would be required for such a failure, because the train would be stopped at a telephone location. Any
kind of a track circuit failure would produce practically the same result ;
for instance, any such failure would always place at stop the signals protecting the piece of track in which such failure occurred, and it would
further place at stop the leaving signal on one end or the other of the
piece of single track, this depending upon the track circuit which failed;
for example, supposing the track circuit immediately east of signal 3 to be
the one that failed, ignal 3 would be placed at stop) signal I at cau.ti01'll
while signals 4 and 6 would be placed at stop. If the track circuit immediately west of signal 4 was the one to fail, then signal 4 would be placed
at stop and signal 6 at cautifl'J'l ) while signals I and 3 would be placed at
stop. In other words any sort of a failure between sidings will place at
least one of the leaving signals at stop) so that it may be said, that on the
average at least one-half of the train tops due to signal failures, will occur at the leaving signal at a siding or at a telephone location. Now
when a train is stopped at an intermediate signal, there is no occasion for
a flagman to precede the train through the block, because these signals
are only spacing signals for following trains and play no part in the headon protection, therefore they have the same force and effect as automatic
signals on double track, so therefore, double track block rules can apply to
these signals. The comparison, therefore, as to delays necessitated by
head-on flagging, granting in both systems that when trains are stopped
at siding leaving signals, they are able to get instructions from the dispatcher as to their movement, the present day practice requires a maximum
of nine thousand feet which a train must run preceded by a flagman
while with the A. P. B. System no such flagging is required.
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Reliability of the Distant or Third Position Indication
It is of the utmost importance in a signal installation, that the trainmen shall with reason, have perfect confidence in the indications which the
signals give and the only way that such confidence can be gained and
kept, is to make sure that these indications are always right. Reliability
of signal indications is therefore, of the utmost importance and a comparison of the two systems would not be complete without a consideration
of this branch of the subject. There is no difference in the reliability of the
home or caution indications but there is quite a difference in the 90 degree
or distant indication.
Referring to diagram I, assume an east bound train about to pass
signal 5, and a west bound train about to pas signal 10. Und r these
conditions both sianals 5 and 10 would be in the proceed position. vVhen
these two trains arrived at the n x t signal in advance, the east bound
train would find signal 7 at stop and the we t bound train would find signal
8 at stop. Both trains have had a wrong di tant indication, that is, they
have passed a signal in the proceed position and found the signal in advance in the stop position. As ume again that an east bound train is running between signals 5 and 7, and just before that train reaches ignal 7
or in fact any time before it reaches signal 7, a west bonnd train passes
signal ro, the west bound train would place signal 7 at stop, consequently
the east bound train would have had a wrong di tant ianal indication.
In these two cases, both trains would be running under signal control and
also in accordance with orders, if it be a sumed that the orders called for
a meeting at siding B.
\iVith the present day practice, therefore, when two trains are approaching a meeting point, there is not only the pos ibility that both of
these trains may get a wrong distant signal indication, but there is a strong
probability that one of th m, at least, will o-et such an indication. If a
train overlooks its orders and passes into a piece of single track there is
always the possibility that such a train will et at stop signals which will
cause another train to get a fal e distant indication. For example, refer
to diagram 2 ;-and suppose that after an cast bound train had passed
signal 3 in the proceed position, a west bound train passes signal 9. In
this ca e the ea t bound train will find signal 5 at stop. Return again to
diagram I and assume that a west bound train is about to pass signal 8,
and an east bound train is at signal 2, with these locations of the two
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trains signal 6 will be at caution and signal 8 at procee 1. Now should it
happen that the east bound train wa a fast one, while the we t bound
train was slower, there i a possibility of these two train arriving at
signal 6 and 7 at the same instant. the fast, or east bound train, having
passed signal 3 in the proce.ed po ition and sig nal 5 in the caut'ion position, is intending to stop at sig nal 7, but the w st bound train, howev r,
having passed signal 8 in the proceed position does not intend to stop at
signal 6. It is quite po sible that these conditions combined with a slippery rail and a down g rade we t bound, might make uch an occurrence
disastrous. It must be, therefor e, admitted that the reliability of the distant signal indication in the present day ingle track automatic block ystem is not all that it should be.
Referring now to diagram 3; for th purpose of comparing the reliability of the distant signal indication as given by the A. P . B. System,
with what we have just found in the present day system. Assume first,
an east bound train is about to pass sig nal 5, and a west bound train is
about to pass signal 10. Following out the control diagram, it will be
found that with these locations of trains, both sio"nals 5 and 10 will be at
caution, 0 that even if these two trains find sig nals 7 and 8 at stop) they
will have been properly inform ed of this fact. It will be further not d, that
a train approaching a siding can never get a false distant indication,
because if there is a train approaching that siding in the opposite direction,
no matter where this second train may be, the ignal which acts a a distant signal for the sidin g will always be in the caution position. F urther,
with the y tem show n on diagram 3, a train having once entered a
piece of single tr.ack, can never find one of the intermediate sig nals at
stop unless an opposing train ha disregarded a sig nal. FOor example, a
train passing sig nal 9 places ig nal 14 at stop, and this train will always
find signals I I and 13 at proceed unle s an opposing train disregards
signal 14, and by so doing places sig nals I I and 13 at stop. In fact, there
is only one condition where a train can get a false distant ig nal indication
in the A . P . B. System and that i , if while a train is running between
signals 7 and 9 an opposing train passes sig nal 14, in this event signal 9
will be at stop) but it will be noted, that such an event would not occur
unless one or the other of the tw o trains had forgotten orders. It needs
no further argument to show that the A . P . B. System g ive a more reliable distant signal indication than d es the present day system.
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Circuits
It is not the purpo e of this bulletin to describe the detail circuit used
in the A . P . B. ystem a it is sufficient to state that they are in no way
complicated, in fact , they are as simple a th circuits u ed in a ny present
day system of in gle track automatic block, further , these circuit do not
violate in an y way the fundamental principle of jO'nal circuits, nor is
there any SI cial apparatu used to control either the sig nals or the circuit
them elves. The . P. B. System employ no more nor any different
apparatu , than i used in the pre ent day y tem.

Summary of the Advantages
To sum up the advantao"es O"ained by the u e of the
P. B. yst m,
we have the following :
1st. Oppo in o" train ar e prevente 1 from entering the same piece of
single track betw een idings.
2nd. With the same number of sio"nals between sidings
(a)
( b)
3rcl.
4th.
5th.
6th.

One a nd one-third mile less pacing di tance for
train runnin o· under caution signals;
O ne mile les pacing di tance for trains running under proceed signal ;

Noh ad-on flagging \;v ith th e consequent delay.
Much g r eater reliability of di tant sit;nal indication.
11 of these advantages secured witho ut sacrificing any fac ility
for train movements fo und in the present day ystem.
No special apparatus is required .

Special Conditions
So far in this B ulletin we have haw n, h w the . P . B. System, is
applied to a sing le passin g siding. In the application of in O"le track
bl ocking, th ere are alway oth er conditions to be met, such for example,
as doubl e siding, lap idings with or without interlocking plants, junction
points, and sw itches b tw ee n sidings. It will be of inter st to see how
some of th se conditions can be handled with the A. P . 13. System.

Interlocking at End of Double Track
Diagram 12 shows a sig nal location and control diagram of a portion
of sing le track between two ends of double track and an interlocking plant
at each j unction poin t. In this ca e the stop control of signal I at
'will
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extend to signal 2 at B.
n overlap can easily be provided in this case,
without any possible interference of traffic, by having the "head-on" control of signal I extend to signal 2 when the witch at B is in the normal position, and extend one track circuit section beyond signal 2, when the
witch is in the l' ver se position. Likewise, the "head-on" c011trol of signal 2 wou ld eJ tend to sig nal I at A when the witch at A is in the reverse
position, and extend one track circuit section beyond sig nal I when the
switch is in the normal position. The circuit would also be arranged so
that clearing sig nal 2 at B woul d place at top th e east bound intermediate
signal 3, 5 and 7 and at the same time prevent signal I at A from being
cleared. Likewise, clearing signal I at A, would place at stop the west
bound intermediate signals 4, 6 and 8, and also prevent signal 2 fr om being
cleared. Of cours , for following movement the signals would operate
the ame a they woull on double track roads. For example, ignal 2
could be cleared to the caution position after a west bound train had
pas ed sio'nal 8 and to the proceed position after the west bound train
had passed signal 6 and so on. , iVithout addin g to the line wire, indicator
could be provided in each tow r. The indicator in Tower A for example,
would announce the approach of a train from Tower B and at the same
time act a a lot indicator for ignal 1. The indicator in T ower B, would
announce the approach of a train fr om Tower A, and also act as a slot
indicator for sig nal 2 . A nother feature which could be added, would be
to lock the sw itches so that, after they were properly set for approaching
train, they co uld not be chang d from that position while the train was
approachin g, fo r example, if the witch at Tower B was rever sed after a
train left Tower A, it co uld be placed normal but it could not again be
placed in the reverse position until the approaching train had pas ed over
it.
s a tt-ikin g example of the implicity of the A . P. B. System, only
three line wires are required between Towers A and B for operating all
the ignals how n in diagram 12, giving the annullciation, indicating the
lot control and locking witches as described.

Double Sidings
\ \There there are double passing sidin g as on diagram 13, it is customary for east bound trains to use siding B and west bound trains to use
siding C. The " head-on" control only i shown in the diagram and
needs no explanation. It will be noted, however, that it is immaterial
which siding the train uses, as ample protection is g iven in either case;
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there is, however, one additional feature in these controls, that is when a
west bound train leaves siding D, signals is placed at caution in addition
to the usual signals, and likewise when an east bound train leaves siding
A, signal 12 is placed at caution. This is done for the same reason that
signal 5 in diagram 3 is placed at caution, that is, to prevent trains approaching the siding from receiving a wrong distant indication.

Lap Sidings
Diagram 14 hows the "head-on" control for a lap siding with the
entrance switches interlocked. Owing to the presence of the interlocking plant, head-on overlaps can be used without interfering with traffic.
The "head-on" control of signals 16 for example, extends to signal 6, if
switch C is normal but only to signal 19 if that switch is reversed. Likewise the "head-on" control for signal I would extend as far as signal I I if
switch B was normal, but if that switch was reversed then the control of
signal I would extend only to signal 8. The slot control of interlocked
signal 9 will extend to siding D as would the control of the automatic
signals II, 13 and IS, likewise the lot control of signal 8 would extend
to siding A, as would the control of automatic signals 2, 4 and 6. If so
desired, electric locks could be provided at the out going end of the lap
sic1inO"s and controlled either directly from th signal circuit or from the
signal circuits in conjunction with the tower operator. In eith r case
the electric locks could not be operated when- the train was approaching
them on single track, for example, the lock on the east end of siding C
could not be operated when a west bound train was running between
signals 16 and 10, but it could be operated while an east bound train was
running between 13 and 16. Annunciators could also be added to the
circuits which would both announce approach of trains frofl! idings A and
D and also act as slot indicators for signals 8 and 9.
If there was no interlocking plant, the control of the signals would
be the same as those shown on the diagram with the exception that the
manual part of the control of siO"nals 8 and 9 would be omitted. It might
al 0 be necessary under some conditions to omit the overlap.

Switch Protection
It ometimes happen , that there is a single switch between passing
sidings leading to a short track for an industry or other purposes where
a local or a work train may enter and remain for some length of time, so
that this single switch becomes in reality a passing sidinO" , In such ca es

•
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it i best with the A . P. B. System to place a pair of intermediate signals
as close to the switch as possible. These two signals will then act as
switch indicators and give just the right kind of information in regard
to approaching trains. For example, suppose such a switch were located
near signals 10 and I I in diagram 3. If there is no train between sidings
Band C, ignal I I will be at proceed and if there i no ea t bound" train
between the iding and switch, signal 10 will be at proceed.
gain, if signal I I was at stop it would indicate that a west bound train was approaching the witch, and likewise if signal 10 was at stop it would indicate
that an ea t bound train was approaching the witch. A rule to the effect
that a train should not leave an interm diate witch unles both ignals
indicated proceed would give the proper protection for this kind of a train
movement. Now as to the operation of ignals when :1 train uses this
switch. Fir t, uppose the train apI roached the switch from siding B;
in this event ignals 10, 12 and 14 would be at stop. Now, when the
train has entered the iding and the witch returned to normal position, all
the signals between iding Band C will go to proceed, and the circuits will
1 e re tored to their normal condition. r\O"ain suppose a train approaches
from iding C. In thi event ignal 9 will be at stop, thu protecting the
train ahead and the u ual signals would be at top in the rear. This condition will remain until the train has backed in to the siding and the
witch returned to normal position.
11 ignals between sidinO"s A and B
will then go t proceed and the circuit will return to their normal condition.
uppo e a train desire to leave the switch, if b th ignals 10
and I I are at proceed, it show that there i no train appr aching and as
oon as the witch is opened, signals 9 and 14 will go to top, "as well as
the other ig nal betw en th sidings Band C. The rea on for thus placing the two tarting ignals at top is, that thu far there i no indication
as to the direction the siding train intends to take, after it O"ets onto the
main line.
uppo e fir t, that the train I roceeds to iding B. After it
has passed ignal 10, signal 12 would go to caution and siO"nal 14 to , proceed, thus allowing a west bound train to follow. If, however, the train
goes to siding C, after it has pas cd signal 13, signal I I will go to caution
and signal 9 to proceed. In general it may be said, that th ope'1ing of a
main line switch between iding cau e the leaving signal at the sidings
to go to stop, and a oon a the train ha entered the main line from the
switch and ha pa ed a clear ignal, it establishes its direction of movement a far a the ignal circuit are concerned. It is th u hown that the
protection at an intermediate witch, i all that could be desired.
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